What is an OxfordSM Growth Plan?
A way to improve patient outcomes
& increase brand use by
developing…

an aligned
actionable
Vision and
Strategy
for
Growth,
captured
on…

… a single page
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The growth plan on a page can help Healthcare
organisations address a range of problems
Typical need
Identifying early
opportunities
for growth

What Staircase™ will give you, on one page
An aligned roadmap of growth platforms, stakeholder behaviour changes and
organisational enablers that will form the foundation of a compelling launch
strategy

Delivering
sustainable growth
over the entire
brand lifecycle

A robust lifecycle management plan, setting out how the brand’s value
proposition can be proactively strengthened over time, developing a sustainable
competitive advantage to drive continued growth beyond launch

Optimising use of
multiple brands
across a single
disease

An overall disease area vision, supported by a growth plan by brand, to show
how the full portfolio will combine to achieve true value for both stakeholders
and shareholders

Maximising growth
for a single brand
across multiple
disease areas

An overall brand vision, supported by a growth plan by therapy area, to
show how a range of licensed indications can work together to have the
greatest impact on outcomes and sales
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How does
the strategy work?
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It is a journey
we take together…
…that draws on the
collective knowledge and
experience of the full
cross-functional team
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Simply put, there are three parts
The start point
(The situation analysis)

A comprehensive analysis of
market and stakeholder
dynamics that identifies
opportunities to improve
future outcomes

The desired
destination
(The vision)

A description of the better
outcomes the increased use
of the brand or portfolio
will allow in the future
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The roadmap to
get there
(The steps on the staircase)

The growth platforms, the
required stakeholder behaviour
changes, and their associated
enablers that direct how the
vision will be achieved

The output is a staircase which charts the steps
from our current situation to our shared vision of the
future
OUR VISION

A single sentence that describes where we want to be in the future
In terms of both improved outcomes and increased sales

PROJECTS
Y1

Over time,
that will deliver
the growth platform

GROWTH
PLATFORMS

6
4
5

A set of 3-5 quantified
growth platforms
(buckets) that will
get us there

TODAY

An agreed
description &
metrics of where
we are today

BEHAVIOUR
CHANGE

1

The stakeholder
change required

6
4
5

6
4
5

Y3
Y2

3

ENABLERS

An agreed
description &
metrics of where
we want to be in
the future
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Principles that will support or facilitate
the required stakeholder behaviour changes
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THE FUTURE

There are 3 critical success factors for building a
Growth Plan on a page

1

Involving the entire cross-functional team
throughout,
from developing a robust understanding of the market,
identifying opportunities, and selecting growth
platforms and associated enablers… so it is yours to
shape and own
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Laying a strong foundation by allowing for the time
required to build a robust situation analysis that
includes an evaluation of the market from a wide range
of perspectives
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Trusting in a proven and established process that has
been deliberately designed to lead you to a growth
staircase in
the most efficient and effective way
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At the end you will have a set of clear deliverables
3 critical deliverables

A single document that captures, synthesises &
summarises existing knowledge of the relevant
disease area(s), clearly identifying the opportunities
for improved outcomes and brand growth along the
patient journey from the perspective of all
stakeholders
Each with approx. 20 attendees from the crossfunctional team who need to own the output, at
which we will:
• Enrich and build on the situation analysis to
identify potential opportunities to improve
outcomes
• Prioritise the most relevant opportunities
• Review the current brand or portfolio status
• Build and agree the vision for the brand or
portfolio
• Develop a detailed understanding of the potential
opportunities and select the right growth platforms
• Agree the stakeholder behaviour changes that will
be needed to deliver the platforms
• Define and agree the critical enablers for the
strategy
• Line up projects against the platforms
• Refine and cull projects as required

Know
what you
know:

2 joint
working
sessions:

Growth
staircase
on a
page:

A single page that includes a brand / portfolio vision
alongside the platforms, projects and enablers that
will drive future growth
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Case study: identifying growth opportunities
by understanding the patient journey
The challenge

A global portfolio team asked us to identify new
opportunities for growth. Brands were poorly
differentiated in the eyes of their stakeholders, and the
company’s leadership position was under threat from
the competition

We helped the team define a patient journey, to
identify and prioritise those value drivers that should
underpin the future portfolio strategy. Our process
included:
• Desk research to develop stakeholder maps, patient
journey insights and value drivers. An epidemiological
based forecast model was also developed to enable
quantification

What we did

• Stakeholder interviews to refine and enrich
• Internal workshop to align understanding, agree
priority areas of focus, and agree a plan to fill
knowledge gaps
Following bespoke research to address knowledge gaps,
we identified implications for the patient journey and
worked with the team in a second workshop to develop
a Growth Staircase, identifying key actions against each
priority growth opportunity by both region and brand

The outcome

As a result of gaining a deeper understanding of the
patient journey, four priority growth platforms were
identified. Stakeholder change plans were developed
and plans agreed on the actions required to promote the
desired behaviour changes across both regions and
brands as appropriate
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